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Motivation

Information structure has been intensively investigated in the theoretical linguistic literature. Attention has shifted from the analysis of sentences preceded by short constructed contexts to that of utterances in real discourse contexts.

How can we link the information structure of an utterance to the overall structure of the discourse?

In this talk:

We introduce our methodology for an analysis of authentic language data in terms of discourse and information structure.
Motivation

- Information structure has been intensively investigated in the theoretical linguistic literature.
  - Attention has shifted from the analysis of sentences preceded by short constructed contexts to that of utterances in *real discourse contexts*.

- How can we link the information structure of an utterance to the overall structure of the discourse?

In this talk:

- We introduce our methodology for an analysis of *authentic language data* in terms of discourse and information structure.
Motivation: Focus

Focus typically characterized as *the answer to an (explicit or implicit) question*:

- von Heusinger (1999) (discussing an observation by Paul (1880)): A sentence “can have different intonation centers on different constituents corresponding to an explicit or implicit question.”

- Halliday (1967): “A specific question is derivable from any information unit except one with unmarked focus.”

- Focus is the instantiation of the missing variable in an open proposition (Lambrecht 1994; Prince 1992)

- Jasinskaja et al. (2004): “One of the contexts most universally acknowledged as a diagnostic for focus are question-answer pairs.”
Motivation: QUDs

Questions under Discussion (QUD)  
(Roberts 1996, 2012; Büring 2003; Van Kuppevelt 1995)

- For any assertion in a discourse, there is an implicit QUD that determines which parts of the assertion are focused or backgrounded.

- Büring (2012): “A plausible analysis assumes that focus (...) is licensed by question/answer congruence (QAC), where ‘question’ is understood as the question under discussion, QUD, in a discourse model.”
Our Analysis Approach (Riester, Brunetti and De Kuthy, submitted)
Our Analysis Approach (Riester, Brunetti and De Kuthy, submitted)

Our assumptions about discourse:

- Discourse is not linear but hierarchically organized in the form of a discourse tree.

- Text is built from elementary discourse units (cf. Hobbs 1985; Polanyi 1988; Mann and Thompson 1987; Asher and Lascarides 2003).

- Discourse structure is based on QUDs (or topics) (cf. Roberts 1996, 2012; Büring 2003; Van Kuppevelt 1995; Beaver and Clark 2009).

  - QUD stacks contain increasingly specific questions.

  - NB: question nodes of discourse trees can be anaphorically dependent on other nodes, and

  - only in specific cases they are connected by entailment relations.
Information Structure in Authentic Data
Information Structure in Authentic Data

- Complementing the information structure research based on constructed examples,

- some authors have tackled the analysis of authentic data in corpora (Dipper et al. 2007; Ritz et al. 2008; Calhoun et al. 2010).
Information Structure in Authentic Data

Focus Annotation in Switchboard (Calhoun et al. 2010)

- **Definition:**
  - *Kontrast* encodes whether a word has a salient alternative in the context (*kontrast*) or not (*background*).

- **Annotation guidelines:** annotators identified words which were
  - “salient with an implication that this salience is in comparison or contrast to other related words or NPs explicitly or implicitly evoked in the context”

Focus Annotation using LISA (Dipper et al. 2007)

- **Definition:**
  - “New-information focus (nf) is that part of the utterance providing the new and missing information which serves to develop the discourse.”

- **Annotation guidelines:**
  - “Which part of the utterance reveals the new and most important information in discourse? Try to identify the domain by asking implicit questions!”
Information Structure in Authentic Data

- While Ritz et al. (2008) and Calhoun et al. (2010) recognized that annotating focus relies on determining a previous question,

- their analysis procedures do not spell out
  - when and where QUDs can be inserted in the discourse, and
  - what their exact relation is to the information structural categories.
Our Analysis Approach
Our Analysis Approach

To make the information structure explicit in authentic data, we

- reconstruct the QUDs of a text on the basis of **explicit constraints**
- link discourse and information structure by specific **linking rules**
- transform natural discourse into a **compact tree representation**:
  - whose non-terminal elements are questions and represent the current QUD at that position
  - whose terminal elements are the assertions contained in the text, and represent an answer to the specific QUD

![Tree Representation]

\[
Q_0 \quad A_0' \quad Q_1 \quad A_0'' \quad A_0'''
\]

\[
Q_1.1 \quad Q_1.2
\]

\[
A_1.1 \quad A_1.2
\]
Building Discourse Trees & Formulating QUDs: 5 steps

1. Understanding and preparing the text
2. Formulating QUDs
3. Linking QUDs and Information Structure
4. QUDs of parallel structures
5. Identifying non-at-issue material
Understanding and Preparing the Text

- Read the text carefully and make sure you understand its content.
- Segment the text into separate assertions, namely:
  - sentences at sentence-level conjunctions;
  - coordinating phrases, even below the sentence level.
- Each separate assertion is marked by an A.
- Example from Snowden Interview (ARD TV, Jan 2014):
  (1) A: There was an article that came out in an online outlet called BuzzFeed
      A: where they interviewed officials from the Pentagon,
      A: from the National Security Agency,
      A: and they gave them anonymity to be able to say what they want
      A: and what they told the reporter was that they wanted to murder me.
QUD Principles I

Q-A-Congruence

QUdS must be answerable by the assertion(s) that they immediately dominate.

A QUD can in principle target any constituent of the assertion:

(2) Q: What happened?
   Q: What about you?
   Q: When were you working for the NSA?

(3) Q: Who bought a bicycle?

(4) A: You were working until last summer for the NSA.

If more context is introduced, it becomes clear that the questions in (2) are not all equally good.
QUD Principles II

Q-GIVENNESS

Implicit QUDs can only consist of given (or highly salient) material.

derived from Schwarzschild (1999)

(5) $A_1$: Edward Snowden is in the meantime a household name for the whistleblower in the age of the internet.

Q: What happened?
Q: What about you?
Q: #When were you working for the NSA?  

$qQ$-GIVENNESS

$A_2$: You were working until last summer for the NSA.
QUD Principles III

**MAXIMIZE Q-ANAPHORICITY**

*Implicit QUDs should contain as much given material as possible.*

(6) \( A_1 \): Edward Snowden is in the meantime a household name for the whistleblower in the age of the internet.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Q:} & \quad \#\text{What happened?} \\
\text{Q:} & \quad \text{What about you?} \\
\text{Q:} & \quad \# \text{When were you working for the NSA?} \\
\text{A}_2: & \quad \text{You were working until last summer for the NSA.}
\end{align*}
\]

→ ensures discourse coherence

*derived from Schwarzschild (1999); Büring (2008)*
Linking QUDs and Information Structure

How can the information structure be derived from the QUDs?

- **Focus (F):** that part of an assertion that answers the current QUD (obligatory)

- **Background (BG):** The non-focal part of an assertion which is already mentioned in the current QUD

- **Focus domain (∼):** combination of focus and background

- **Topic (T):** referential entity in the background

(7) \( Q_2: \{ \text{What about you?} \} \)

\( A_2: [[\text{You}_T]_{BG} [\text{were working until last summer for the NSA.}]_F]_\sim \)
Linking QUDs and Information Structure (Ex.)

Compact tree representation:

- A question $Q_n$ that depends on an assertion $A_{n-1}$ occurs as the right sister of that assertion.

- Question-answer congruence is indicated by indices.

$(8)\quad Q_1: \ldots$

\[ A_1: \text{Edward Snowden is in the meantime a household name for the whistleblower in the age of the internet.} \]

\[ > Q_2: \{ \text{What about you?} \} \]

\[ > > A_2: \text{[You}_T \text{BG [were working until last summer for the NSA.]}_F \text{]} \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
  Q_1 \\
  \quad A_1 \quad Q_2 \\
  \quad \quad A_2
\end{array}
\]
Discourse tree with QUDs

\[ Q_1: \{\ldots?\} \]
\[ \quad \Rightarrow A_1: \ldots \]
\[ \quad \Rightarrow Q_2: \{\ldots?\} \]
\[ \quad \Rightarrow \quad A_2: \ldots \]
\[ \quad \Rightarrow \quad Q_3: \{\ldots?\} \]
\[ \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Rightarrow \quad Q_{3.1}: \{\ldots?\} \]
\[ \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Rightarrow \quad A_{3.1}: \ldots \]
\[ \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Rightarrow \quad Q_{3.2}: \{\ldots?\} \]
\[ \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Rightarrow \quad A_{3.2}: \ldots \]

Textual analysis

Corresponding tree
Parallelism Constraint

PARALLELISM

The background of a QUD with two or more parallel answers consists of the (semantically) common material of the answers.

(9) > Q_{15}: \{Whom can you wire tap?\}
  > > A_{15'}: [[You_T can wire tap]_{BG} \text{[the president of the United States]}_{F}]_~
  > > A_{15''}: [[you_T can wire tap]_{BG} \text{[a Federal Judge]}_{F}]_~

• several parallel answers correspond to one QUD
• the constant material in the parallel answers reflects the background of the QUD
• the alternating parts of the assertions correspond to the wh-word in the QUD.
Parallelism

- **PARALLELISM** can override **Q-GIVENNESS**, since parallel, backgrounded material need not be salient already (narrowing down the focus).

(10) When you are on the inside and you go into work everyday and you sit down at the desk and the you realize the power you have.

\[Q_{15}: \{\text{What power do you have?}\} \quad \text{(by Q-GIVENNESS, MAX-Q-ANAPHORICITY)}\]
\[Q_{15}: \{\text{Whom can you wire tap?}\} \quad \text{(by PARALLELISM)}\]

> \[A_{15}': \{\text{[You}_T\text{ can wire tap]}_{BG} \text{[the president of the United States]}_F \} \sim\]
> \[A_{15}'': \{\text{[you}_T\text{ can wire tap]}_{BG} \text{[a Federal Judge]}_F \} \sim\]
Complex Parallelism: Contrastive Topics

- Two or more assertions contrasted at two different positions:
  - QUD is not answered directly
- QUD structure consists of a super and several sub-questions:
  - Any answer to the sub-questions is also a (partial) answer to the super-question.
  - Super-question and sub-questions stand in an entailment relation.

(11) \( A_0 \): In many countries, as in America too the agencies like the NSA are not allowed to spy within their own borders on their own people.

\( Q_1 \): \{Who can spy on whom?\}

\( Q_1 \).\( 1 \): \{Who can the Brits spy on?\}

\( Q_1 \).\( 1 \).\( 1 \): So [the Brits]\( CT \), for example, [they]\( T \) can spy on [everybody but the Brits]\( F \)~

\( Q_1 \).\( 1 \).\( 2 \): \{Who can the NSA spy on?\}

\( Q_1 \).\( 1 \).\( 2 \): but [[the NSA]\( CT \) can conduct surveillance [in England]\( F \)~
Identifying non-at-issue material

**Non-at-issue**

An expression $X$ whose denotation is discourse-new and which is contained in an assertion $A$ is non-at-issue with respect to the current QUD $Q$ iff $X$ is optional with respect to $Q$, where optional means that under deletion of $X$, $A$ is still an answer to $Q$.

- Typical non-at-issue content (Potts 2005; Simons 2007):
  - supplemental expressions (appositives, non-restrictive modifiers, parentheticals)
  - evidentials (*know/think that*, . . .)
  - expressives
Identifying non-at-issue material: Some examples

Evidential and apposition

(12)  Q₅:  {What was the decisive moment for becoming a whistleblower?}
   > A₅:  [I would say]ₙₐⁱ [sort of the breaking point [is seeing the Director of National Intelligence, [James Clapper,]ₙₐⁱ directly lie under oath to Congress.]ₜ₉ ]~

Factual Conditional

(13)  A₁₅:  You can wire-tap a Federal judge.
   Q₁₆:  {What about it?}
   > A₁₆:  and [if you do it carefully]ₙₐⁱ [[no one will ever know.]ₜ₉ ]~

Sentential adjunct

(14)  Q₂₀:  {What did the political class do?}
   > A₂₀:  [Instead of circling around the public and protecting their rights]ₙₐⁱ [[the political class]ₜ₉ [circled around the security state]ₜ₉ ]~
An example annotation

Q1: {What was Snowden’s role in the debate?}
   > A1’: I: [[You] \text{T} started] \text{F} [this debate] \text{T},\sim
   > A1”: [[Edward Snowden] \text{T} is [in the meantime] \text{nai} [a household name for the whistleblower in the age of the internet] \text{F}.]\sim

Q2: {What did Snowden do until last summer?}
   > A2’: [[You] \text{T} were working] \text{F} [until last summer] \text{T} [for the NSA] \text{F}\sim
   > A2”: and [[during this time] \text{T} [you] \text{T} [secretly] \text{nai} [collected thousands of confidential documents] \text{F}]\sim.

Q3: What was the decisive moment {?}
Q4: or was there a long period of time or something happening, {?}
Q5: why did you do this?

> > Q5.1: {What was the decisive moment for collecting thousands of confidential documents?}
   > > A5.1: [I would say] \text{nai} [sort of [the breaking point] \text{T} is [seeing the Director of National Intelligence, [James Clapper,]] \text{nai} directly lie under oath to Congress] \text{F}]\sim.
An example annotation

> Q6: {What about the intelligence community after this?}
> A6: [[There’s no saving] \_F an intelligence community that believes it can lie to the public and the legislators] \_T ~

> Q7: {What should the legislators be able to do with the intelligence community?}
> A7': [[who] \_T need to be able to [trust] \_F [it] \_T ] ~

> Q8: {How did the experience effect Snowden?}
> A8: [[Seeing that] \_T really meant for [me] \_T [there was no going back] \_F . ] ~

> Q5.1.1: {The decisive moment for collecting thousands of confidential documents was the realization that WHO was going to do this?}
> A5.1.1: Beyond that, [[it] \_T was the creeping realisation that [no one else] \_F was going to do [this] \_T . ] ~

> A5: [[The public had a right to know] \_F about [these programs] \_T . ] ~
An example annotation

> Q9: \{The public had a right to know that which the government is doing in WHAT relation to the public?\}
> > A9': [[The public]_T had a right to know that which the government is doing [in]_F [its]_T [name]_F],~
> > A9": and [that which the government is doing [against]_F the public],~

> > Q10: \{What permission did we have to do what with which of these things?\}
> > > Q10.1: \{What permission did we have to do what with neither of these things?\}
> > > > A10.1': but [[neither]_CT of [these things]_T [we]_T were allowed [to discuss]_F],~,
> > > > A10.1": [[we]_T were allowed [to know]_F ],~,

> > > Q11: \{Who was prohibited of doing what with these programs?\}
> > > Q11.1: \{What were the elected representatives prohibited of doing with these programs?\}
> > > > A11.1': even [[the wider body of our elected representatives]_CT were prohibited from [knowing]_F ],~
> > > > A11.1": or [[discussing]_F [these programs]_T ],~

> > > > Q12: \{What about these prohibitions?\}
> > > > > A12: and [[that's]_T [a dangerous thing]_F ].~
An example QUD tree
Conclusion

- We presented a combined analysis of discourse and information structure in naturally occurring data, using QUDs as a hinge between the two.

- The formulation of QUDs is guided by pragmatic principles - building QUDs from the *given* (and only given) material - requiring QUDs to be addressed by the following utterance

- Making the QUDs explicit helps to - analyze the information structure of (complex) sentences - identify at-issue and non-at-issue material - make the discourse structure of a text transparent

- English, German, and French annotations support the applicability of the approach to naturally occurring data.

- **Guidelines:** [http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/institut/mitarbeiter/arndt/](http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/institut/mitarbeiter/arndt/)
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Maximize Q-Anaphoricity (cont.)

More material from the previous discourse can be integrated:

(15) A₁: Edward Snowden is in the meantime a household name for the whistleblower in the age of the internet.

Q: What about you?
Q: What did you do before becoming a whistleblower?

A₂: [[Youₜنسبع [were working until last summer for the NSA.]₇نسبع ~]